Oregon Symphony 2022-23 Highlights
Across
1. OSO Creative Chair Gabriel Kahane’s "______ Forgotten" is an exploration of our life in the digital world.
2. Creative Chair mentioned in 1 across, ______ Kahane
3. Mendelssohn’s "Elijah" is an ____, a narrative concert-work for orchestra, choir, and soloists.
4. In January, hear Russian composer Pyotr Ilyich ______’s Symphony No. 5
5. san Lucas and San Jose del ____ are on the 50 down Peninsula
6. Concertmaster _____ Kwak performs Prokofiev’s Concerto No. 1 in November
7. An homage to Beethoven, "Subito con forza" by Unsuk ______, is set for February
8. Colorful cereal, Lucky ______
9. Two little but important words at the alter
10. Conductor Marin ____ was music director of the Eugene Symphony from 1989-1996
11. Book time in school: Drop Everything and _____
12. Percussionist _____ Akiho performs on the steel pans in one of his own works
13. City in Northern Utah named for a mining businessman
14. Composer Rorem, actor Beatty
15. Baseball or watch headwear
16. Gamble
17. Pianist Emanuel __ will perform Beethoven in February
18. A short, refreshing sleep
19. Remains of the fire
20. In October, hear the "Four Last Songs" for soprano by Richard ______, performed by Maeve Höglund
21. What celebrated soprano headlines the 2022-23 season premiere? Renée ____ of course
22. A tiny drink
23. Hearing is to the ear as sight is to the ____
24. Use this state postal code when sending something to PDX
25. Distinct period of time
26. Fish eggs
27. Sib of bro
28. "What’s the ____ Stan?"

Down
1. Sergei ______’s works appear twice in this OSO season
2. Mendelssohn’s "Elijah" is an _____.
3. Mendelssohn’s "Elijah" is an ____, a narrative concert-work for orchestra, choir, and soloists.
4. OSO Composer in Residence Andy _____ (see 19 across)
5. Music Director Laureate Carlos _____ returns in October
6. On the same program as "Carmina Burana" is a Symphony by Paul _____.
7. This is the second year with Music Director ____ Danzmayr at the podium
8. A concerto features orchestra and ____ instrument
9. Mexican vocal/instrumental genre on OSO’s calendar for December
10. Accidental, flats, and _____
11. 62 across is a Broadway and television super_____
12. Renée Fleming and Rodney Gilfry perform "The Brightness of Light" by Kevin ______
13. The "Rienzi Overture" begins the longest opera by "Ring" composer ______
14. Opposite of exits
15. Act or portray without words
16. Franz Joseph Haydn was affectionately known as _____
17. The dramatic 10th of Russian composer Dmitri ______ is set for May
18. You will see ___, Leia, Han, and R2D2 in the "Return of the Jedi" movie concert
19. Composer of the premiere referenced in 59 across, Vijay _____.
20. A first-time performance is called a ______
21. Genre of music written for an orchestra (keep it simple)
22. In the fairy tale, kiss a frog to get a ______
23. Flutist and OSO Artistic Partner ______ Joachim
49 Dorothy's friends included the Cowardly _____
53 Leave out
54 Yell for your team at a game
56 _____ Märkl is Principal Guest Conductor of OSO
57 A flute concerto by Wolfgang _____ will be performed by principal Martha Long
58 Voice below S and above T and B
59 A work by 48 down will be performed by Inbal Segev on this lower string instrument
60 Type of wireless technology
61 Mendelssohn's 5th, set for March, is known as the _____ Symphony
62 Singer/actress of stage and screen, Kristin _____, appears in December
48 "Human Archipelago," a concerto, is a US premiere by _____ Iyer
50 Peninsula below California
51 Novella by Voltaire adapted by Leonard Bernstein
52 American composer _____ Gershwin's "Piano Concerto in F Major" is set for May
55 Mercury, Jupiter, Mars? Of course, its "The Planets" by Gustav _____